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How to prevent the dissolution of American
ludalsm in an era that lacks the integral
communities and vibrant religious traditions
'. '.,'. '. ;. ,of an earlier. age! To cope with these
challenges, Arnold Eisen seeks guidance in
the living legacy of the five books of Torah.
Through personal readings of Genesis,
Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy, Eisen examines issues relating to the
meaning and purpose of Jewish tradition,
the significance of faith and covenant, the
contemporary uses of ritual, a new agenda
for politics in American Jewish life, and the
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More than fifty years after the end of World
War II, how do we look back upon and
understand the nature and consequences of
that catastrophic event! What kind of
.
historical consciousness has developed over
the past half century with respect to the Nazi
destruction of European Jewry! These.'
questions are explored by a distinguished
international group of scholars who draw on
history, literature, memory, memorials, and
the representation of the Holocaust in the
culture to assess the impact of the Holocaust
on postwar consciousness.
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, . , , a wonderful case stUdy of a pat1icular
sub-cufture within the Jewish world which
came to playa decisive role in early modern
Jewish history. . . . Clearly and engagingly
wrirten, the book is an excellent introduction to the history and cultUre of the
Wesrern Sephardi,":
-Aron Rodrigue
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Job is a pcnetrating and beautiful, yct extremely obtuse book. Its language
is difficult and replete with obscure words, expressions. and wordplays,' and
its dialogues are preoccupied with internal references and insults with oftcn
unclear referents.. It is no surprise that for centuries it has resisted cogent and
consistent translation and interpretation.
DavidWolfers ('7"t) attempts to rcmedy this situation by oITcring a
radically diITercnt interpretation, one that is based on a rethinking of the
philological work of previous scholars, and more significantly, on a reassessment of the overall message of the 'book. According to Wolfers, Job is "an
allegorical figure representing the people of Judah and their King Hezekiah in
the time of the Assyrian conquests" (p, 15). The book, therefore, "is the veiled
story of national disaster, the rupture of Covenants between the tribal dcsert
God and His Chosen people, and the trial of faith of Israel in exile, . . while
the superficial layer, treating of personal disaster, betrayal and temptation, is
merely an exceptionally effective and compelling disguise and vehicle" (p.
15). Thus, Wolfers sees the composition of Job as having taken place "during
the 8th century BCEculminating in the siege of Jerusalem in 701 (or 700)"
(p. 53). His proposed historical context for Job persuades him to conclude
that the author's purpose in writing Job was "to re-draw the nature of the
relationship between the people ofIsrael and their God by demonstrating that
. the Covenants were no longer in operation, that they had become unilaterally
abrogated by the Lord, or in the alternative, so transgressed by the people,
that they had become inoperative" (p. 15). From here, Wolfers opines that the
"entire book of Job is in one sense a thesis on the Messianic idea of God in
history" (p. 93) composed by none other than the first Isaiah (pp. 54-59).
While at first blush Wolfers's thesis is both academically refreshing and
'philologically inviting, a closer look leaves one unconvinced and critical of
I. See, e.g., my Janus Parallelism and the Book of Job. JSOT Supp. 223 (Sheffield
Academic Press, 1996).
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that an allegorical reading for Job never dawned on any of the sages before
Molcho. Even if we compare the famous allegorical interpretation of the
Song of Songs (which Wolfers nowhere mentions), we must agree with R.
Kimelman that it cannot be traced before 70 CE.4Therefore, while we can
remain open-minded about the possibility of an allegorical interpretation for
Job, we also must admit the paucity of evidence for such a reading.
Moreover. Wolfers often evinces fanciful explanations for his allegorical
readings which depend more on inconsistent self-assertion than on linguistic
evidence. Job's ten children are the ten northern tribes of Israel, his firstborn
chilQ is, Samaria in Ephraim, and Job's wife is Benjamin. Later, Wolfers
identifies the Behemoth as both Job and Judah, and the Leviathan as the
Assyrian king (p. 175). In Job 40 it is the ostrich who represents Job and
Judah, while the horse is Assyria, the falcon is Edom, the vulture, the
Philistines, the wild ass, the Ishmaelites, and so on for each of the animals
naQ1ed.
Contrived renderings of the text are commonplace. The Land of Uz "is
an area in the South (the Negev). of Judah" (p. 88). The reference to the
Behemoth's eating of grass in Job 18:3 means that "he chews the cud (and

Wolfers's highly idiosyncratic treatment of the text and his methodology, as
well as his acerbic style.
Wolfers's hypothesis primarily rests upon what he feels to be intertextual
references to the books of Deuteronomy (especially chap. 28) and Isaiah
(mostly chap. 38). In most cases these parallels appear forced, and upon
further scrutiny one finds insufficient linguistic evidence to draw the parallel.
Morcover, Wolfers nowhere considers the possibility of popular idioms to
account for his proposed similarities; even though in the few cases where
similarities do appear striking, this is precisely the explanation the evidence
warrants. For example, Wolfers sees the mention of being smitten from
"the sole of the foot to the crown of the head" in Job 2:7 as a direct
reference to Deut 28:35, where a similar expression appears in conjunction
with Yahweh's covenantal curses to the disobedient Israel. He further claims
that "Isaiah also 'quotes' from this verse in Deuteronomy," though he
does not give us the verse to which he refers (p. liS). Yet, the idiomatic
.nature of this expression is demonstrated by its appearance in Akkadian
texts as well, such as the Poor Man of Nippur (11. 134, 155). Moreover,
M. Weinfeld has demonstrated convincingly that many of the covenantal
threats in Deuteronomy are of a type shared in common with other Near
Eastern coveriants/treaties.2 Wolfers's argument for intertextuality, therefore,
is considerably weakened. Nevertheless, afier listing his suggested references
to Deuteronomy 28, he asserts that "Job's trials must be interpreted as the
fulfillment of the curses in the Covenant between God and Israel. For this
to be the c;ase Job must be a figure representative of the people of Israel,
and the events of the prologue an aUegorical presentation of national events
affecting the people" (p. 116). In antiquity covenantal notions were perceived
as existing on both national and individual levels.> Therefore, while Job's
personal life could be seen as a breach of covenant (and clearly this is how
Job's friend~ saw it), it does not follow that we must interpret this breachallegorically on a national level.
This also raises a methodological problem for Wolfers's thesis, namely the
dearth of evidence for allegorical interpretations of Job. As Wolfers admits
(p. 116), there is no evidence for such an interpretation before the cryptic
remarks of the kabbalist Solomon Molcho (1500-1532 CE),and it appears

therefore,is not a hippopotamus)"(p. 92). The aleph in the word C'J:JK(Job
8: I7) is'treated as prosthetic, and the line is read: "He beholds the House of his
descendants" (p. 105). '1:m;in Job 6:7 becomes Lahmi, Goliath's polydactylic
brother of 1 Chron 20:515Job's illness is no longer a disease of the skin but
rather "an allegory of the destruction of the cities of Judah and the siege of

Jerusalem"(p. 56).The crux1'J)1:)
~:J)':JY:Jin Job 15:27is translated"with the
beams of his tall ones of shields," which makes little sense to me (p. 147).
Wolfers takes ~':J in Job 40:20 as a reference to a specific Canaanite god, but
renders generically (and in the plural!) "Gods of the hills sustain him" (pp.
172-173). The crux ':!lJp in Job 18:2 becomes a dialectical variant for 'up
"Qenezites" (p. 196).6And I could go on.
4. Reuven Kimelman, "Rabbi Yohanan and Origen on the Song of Songs: A Third-Century

Jewish Disputation,"Harvard Theological Review 73 (1980): 567-595.
5. Moreover. nowhere in the Bible is Lahmi called a polydactylic! In addition, Wolfers
glosses over the conflicting reports as to who killed Goliath (Elhanan in 2 Sam 21: 19, but David
in I Chron 20:5) by labeling the I Chronicles account the "authentic version" (p. 141, n. I).
Given the Chronicler's frequent whitewashing ofDavid's career (e.g., he does not mention tho
affair with Bathsheba), one would expect Wolfers to argue the opposite view.
6. For a thorough treatment of the problems with Wolfers's reading here, see my i'Another
Look at Job 18:2,3," Jewish Bible Quarterly 23 (1995): 159-161.

2. Moshe Weinfeld, Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomistic School (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1972).
3. See, e.g., Saul M. 0lyan, "Honor, Shame, and Covenant Relations in Ancient Israel and
Its Environment," Journal of Biblical Literature 115 (1996): 201-218.
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Among the work's most annoying fcatures, howevcr, is Wolfers's nearly
incessant egotistical brashness, rivaljng that of Elihu, in taking all preccding
translators to task for not "getting it right." Wolfcrs would have us believe
that thcre is a programmatic conspiratorial effort by translators to mistranslate
Job: "Translators are usually more resourceful in disguising what they have
done. Thcrc is an art of mistranslation which has to bc learncd, and at the
risk of being thought flippant, I will add that it is taught in thc Biblc study
departments of Universities" (p. 27).
Equally unpalatable is Wolfers's claim that he knows the tendentious
motivations of previous translators. Regarding the various renderings of,UlX'
"':1 i11'1(X':1i1in Job 12:6, for example, he asserts: "All these mistranslations
are culpable because all translators have either shied away from, or have
dismisscd in incredulity, the blasphemy of the true translation" (p. 293). The
implicationofWolfers's self-admittedlyhostileremarks(pp. 27-28) is that he
is free from bias and error. This rhetorical positioning undoubtedly explains
his all-too-frequcnt claim that he is offering the "true translation" or the
"corrcct reading." Indced, from the onset Wolfers informs us that since he fcels
prcvious scholarship on Job to bc misguided and built like a tel upon mistakes
of the past, hc will dispense with a rcview of the literature, appropriate what
he feds are acceptablc readings and idcas "without acknowledgcment" (p.
22)', and provide no bibliography.
Similarly, Wolfcrs often dcclarcs his contempt for scholars who rendcr
the same Hcbrew word with different English equivalents within the samc
text (c.g., p. 128), but this is sometimes required to render the well-known
literary device ofantanaclasis.7 Morcovcr, in this book he is guilty of the samc
thing. He renders the tetragrammaton sometimes as Lord and othcr times as
Yahweh. He translates "X1Vas "hell" (p. 330), but elsewhere as She'ol (e.g.,
p. 334). The identical Hebrew expressions in Job 1:7 and 2:2 are translated
"tramplingaround upon it" and "tramplingabout upon it," respectively(pp.
317-318); and I could cite many others.
In addition, aftcr Wolfers takes such pains to condemn previous scholars
for thcir lack of attention to philological detail (pp. 25-46), one is surprised
to find him glossing over many linguistic problems without comment. To cite
onc examplc, nowhcrc does hc discuss the anomalous form 'n,)' in Job 3:25.
7. Jack Sasson, "Word Play in the Old Testament," Interpreters Dictionary of the Bible:
Supplement (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1976), pp. 968-970; A. Ceresko, "The Function of
Antanaclasis (m~' 'to find'/I ~. 'to reach, overtake, grasp') in Hebrew Poclry, Especially in
the Book ofQohelet," Catholic Biblical Quarterly 44 (1982): 551-569.
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Similarly, Wolfcrs takes libertics with his translation that hc clcarly would
never havc acceptcd from others. For example, 01' "',1J:J 1;]n17:1'
in 3:5 is
rendered "Lct those who makc Cimmcrian thc day overwhelm it" (p. 319);
he takes 117min reference to a lion cub's teeth (Job 4:10) as a spclling variant
of '17"]"are planted," implying "erupt" (p. 380); ,:JTn":1170'1.):Jin Job II: 16
he translatcs as "Remcmbcr it as water undcr thc bridgc" (p. 330); and ""TV
On]'10'1); in 12:23 hc rcnders as "Spread the nations abroad, and abandoned
them" (p. 332); to list but a few.
Another looming methodological problem is Wolfers's frequent application of what he calls "synthetic parallelism" (p. 199) to support his renderings
and conclusions. Synthetic parallelism allows him to create parallels from
wholly unrelated verses from different books and use them to explain passages
in Job. For example, he cites the use Ofi":JT in Isa 57:8 and :1)in Ezek 16:31
in order to explain the parallel between O:J']':JTand :1)in Job 13:12. Thus, he
concludes that 1":JTand :1)in Job represent "an object of deviant worship, the
1":JTa miniature household image, the :1)a publicly erected idol or mound or
phallic symbol" (p. 199)..
.
.
All of this is difficult to reconcile with Wolfers's assertion that "there
is no theory in my translation" (p. 23), which should have been worded, "I
follow no thcoretical framework in my translation," for indeed, any reference
to or discussion of modern advances in biblical intcrtextuality is completely
lacking. As written, his statement appears to this reviewer as inherently
hy.pocritical, espccially in the light of Wolfcrs's hostile dismissal of every
reading and scholarly insight that does not fit neatly into his idiosyncratic
understanding of Job. For examplc, Wolfers discards the reading of Daniel
in Ezek 14:14 as the Ugaritic figure because hc considers it too "pagan," and
therefore "intrinsically unlikely, for acknowledgement of the supreme virtue
of a pagan would have run counter to Ezekiel's life purpose" (p. 52). Instead,
he insists, the reference is to Daniel the prophet. Nowhere does Wolfers
address the problem of dating .implied by this remark; namely, how could a
sixth-century prophet name a figure whose book dates several centuries later?
Then thcre are the stylistic and editorial infelicities. Errors in the Hebrew,
either in spelling or in word order; appear on pp. 38, 88, 123, 145,264,269,
397,474, and 486. Sections of the text of Job and also the quotations from
prcvious scholars frequently appear without citation throughout, and therc
are numerous typographical errors which 1 shall spare the reader.
In all, notwithstanding the provocative suggestion that Job should be
read as an allegory (and this pc(haps will remain an inviting avenue for
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exploration), this tome is little more than a tendentious armchair commentary
plagued by circular reasoning and devo~d of philological acumen.
Scott B. Noegel
Rice University
Houston, Tex.

Claudia Setzer. Jewish Responses to Early Christians: History and Polemics,
30-/50 CEoMinneapolis: Fortress Press, 1994, viii, 254 pp.
This book began as a doctoral dissertation under the direction of Raymond
E. Brown at Columbia University/Union Theological Seminary. However,
in contrast to what we have come to expect from the genre of doctoral
dissertation-a detailed and highly specialized treatment of the smallest
possible unit of material-this work makes bold to survey multiple texts that
span a 120-year time frame. In fact, the author admits that she began by
defining her project even more broadly, to "gather all the explicit statements
aboutwhatJews and Christianswere sayingand doingaboutone another"(p.
7). Recognizingthat many others have studiedwhat Christianswere saying

about Jews, she limited herself to materials that report Jewish reactions
to Christians, and attempts to provide the first systematic collection and
evaluationof these sources.
As Claudia Setzer carefully explains in her introduction,the very terms
"Jews" and "Christians"beg some of the fundamentalquestionsbehind this
study. Setzer wants to discover "when did Jews begin to see other Jews
who believed in Jesus as beyond the pale of the people of Israel, no longer
eccentric or deviant Jews, but outsiders? When did Christians begin to see
themselves as distinct from other Jews?" (p. I). Thus, her work is to be
situated within the context of discussion in recent. scholarship that goes under
the nomenclature of "the parting of the ways" or "the process of normative
self-definition."
In Part I (over three-quarters of the book in terms of number of pages),
Setzer works systematically through the "Materials That Report Jewish
Reactions to Christians." In this category, she includes the Pauline and
Deutero-Pauline Letters, the Synoptic Gospels, the Book of Acts, the Gospel
of John, Revelation, Josephus, the Martyrdom of Polycarp, the Gospel of
Peter, and selected Christian apologists (Diogentes, Justin Martyr). A final
section goes somewhat beyond her rather arbitrary boundary and surveys
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"Jewish and Christian Writers after 150 CE." In the much shorter Part II,
Setzer isolates what she sees to be major trends in Jewish response under the
general heading "Tolerance, Physical Attacks and Verbal Reactions."
For the most part Setzer's final conclusions do not differ radically from
what others have observed over the last decade. She makes an interestil1g
suggestion that examples of tolerance may have been much more common
than the written evidence leads LISto believe; acceplanee does nol make for
literature that survives. She emphasizes Ihal we are dealing with a gradual
separation (and thus older theories about birkat ha-minim as a decisive
break-point are not supported by the texts); that the different reactions
do not follow any simple chronological or geographical line; and that the
interpretation of Scripture became increasingly the focus of debate. Her "most
striking conclusion" is the claim that Jews did not see themselves as separate
until the middle of the second century, while Christians made such a claim
for themselves and their self-identity considerably earlier.
In some ways, the strengths of this book are also its weakness. Setzer
directs us to look at the large picture, ~hewhole panorama, and to think about
texts in relationship to one another that have often only been considered in
isolation. But in a book of under 200 pages, individual authors and complex
passages can only be treated in a relatively superficial manner. In addition, it is
not always clear whether Setzer is writingJor her academic peers or for a very
general audience (as when she attempts to describe the Synoptic problem).
Setzer's penchant for further reducing everything to one- or two-page charts,
while perhaps helpful to some readers, only heightens the appearance of
an enforced simplification, in spite of her repeated protestations about the
complexity of the material and what we cannot know. Often it is not clear
how she makes her judgments about the historical validity of her sources
other than to fall back on a commonplace "it is likely that. . ." approach.
Although the book was published in 1994 and there are occasional bibliographic references up to 1991-92, most of the interaction with other scholars is
with works from the middle and late I980s. And although the title contains the
word "History," there is little discuss.ion of how historical events, especially
the Jewish Revolt of 66-70 CEand the Christian response (flight to Pella or
not?), entered into shaping the Jewish response to early Christians.
Eileen Schuller
McMaster University

Hamilton,Ont.

